Important Notice

Re-examination of candidates who could not complete the examination due to technical issues like Server failure.

MAH- LL.B-5 Yrs., B.Ed.- M.Ed., B.P.Ed., M.Ed. LL.B-3 Yrs. B.A.-B.Sc, B.Ed. & B. Planning, MCA Online entrance examination were conducted from 2nd to 5th August 2022 for the Academic year 2022-23 as per the schedule declared on the website.

CET CELL has reviewed the logs of all the candidates who have appeared for the CET as per the Day and shift planning.

1. There were Server issues at some of the Centres and candidates had multiple log out issues during the Examinations.
2. Some of the candidates have got less time for their examination due to interruptions shut downs and log outs.
3. All those candidates who had Three or more interruptions shut downs and log outs and who could not complete all the questions due to Technical and Server issues will get the opportunity to appear for the retest as per the venue and the schedule declared by CET CELL.
4. Some of the Candidates who had downloaded the Admit card and had reported to the centre but could not give the examination due to server issues will be considered eligible for the retest.

A) Only above-mentioned candidates are informed that considering the educational interest of the candidates, they are requested to apply for Re-Examination free of charge during the period from 18/08/2022 to 20/8/2022. Candidates who have applied for Re-Examination will only be considered for Re-Examination & only their Hall tickets will be generated online through their login.

B) The Candidates who are not covered under the cases 1 to 4 will not be considered eligible for the Re-Examination.
Candidates following under category 1 to 4 will be informed about this through e-mail and SMS. Please visit http://cetcell.mahacet.org/ and click on the respective course web portal. The following link will appear to fill the Re-Examination Application form. “Click here to Apply for CET-2022 Re-Exam”

Candidates are requested to send their queries on cetcell.reexam2022@gmail.com on or before 20/08/2022 till 05:00 PM. No e-mails will be considered after given period of time 05:00 PM.

It is the responsibility of the eligible candidates to print the admit card and appear for the last chance to appear for the examination at the centre, venue as per the time and schedule mentioned in the Admit Card.

[Signature]

Commissioner and Competent Authority
State Common Entrance Test Cell,
Maharashtra State, Mumbai